ABSTRACT CONCEPTS TO WRITE ABOUT
Abstract concepts, including many of the broad terms in the list that If you work well with lists, write the word at the top of
the paper and fill the.

Remember that outfit you wore a few years ago for your school picture? The more abstract or general your
language is, the more unclear and boring it will be. Do you have positive or negative feelings toward
furniture? However, one could argue that this was a special case. The word stays the same, but the meaning
keeps changing. Does the data we are talking are with public or scientific-applied character? You may think
you're doing it right, giving your child the lesson without the hurt you went through. Do you think money has
nothing to do with success? As your language becomes more specific, though, your meanings become clearer
and your writing becomes more interesting. Can a childless couple be a family? If you run into a dead end the
first time, go back to your list and pick another idea. Mothers and fathers are, more generally, parents. Your
next step will be to practice. A Final Note Pointing Elsewhere Sometimes students think that this discussion of
types of language is about vocabulary, but it's not. How does an American immigrant define the American
Dream compared to a natural born citizen? Richard Nordquist is a freelance writer and former professor of
English and Rhetoric who wrote college-level Grammar and Composition textbooks. You can do the same
thing with your nonfiction or business writing. Your boss promises you a promotion, then gives it instead to
his boss's nephew. The abstract should begin with a brief but precise statement of the problem or issue,
followed by a description of the research method and design, the major findings, and the conclusions reached.
Try using this freewriting exercise to discover details or examples that would strike a chord. You may change
your mind, though, if you realize I mean that "prostitution should be legalized" [heck, love is good! Can you
see that concrete terms are clearer and more interesting than abstract terms? Approaching language in these
terms is valuable because it helps us recognize what kinds of language are more likely to be understood and
what kinds are more likely to be misunderstood. We can become more and more specific. Methods To answer
this question, we compared the performance of 12 novices medical students with the performance of 12
laparoscopic surgeons using a 2D view and 4 robotic surgeons, using a new robotic system that allows 2D and
3D view. Ever catch your significant other flirting with some old flame on Facebook? The more you rely on
general terms, the more your writing is likely to be vague and dull. What are its effects on you or others? Note:
The following are specifications for an abstract in APA style, used in the social sciences, such as psychology
or anthropology. More probably you just tell your child, "You can't always trust everybody. The more
concrete and specific your language is, the more clear and vivid it will be. Does it mean to you now what it
meant to you when you were five? Your dad promises to pick you up at four o'clock, but leaves you standing
like a fool on the corner until after six. Where do these concrete specifics emerge in the writing process?

